KITTITAS COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

STUDY SESSION MINUTES
July 26, 2010

THOSE PRESENT:
Alan Crankovich, Mark McClain (BOCC), Kirk Holmes, Jan
Olivier (PW), Mandy Weed, Dan Valoff (CDS), Sarah
Bedsaul (HEALTH)

GUESTS PRESENT:
Lindsey Ozbolt, Anna Nelson, Chad Bala, Lenny Morrison,
Anne Watanabe

HANSON PIT
RECLAMATION:
Kirk stated he had been meeting with Sarah regarding
some grants for the Hanson Pit Reclamation for trails. He
would like to develop a master plan for Hanson Pit. Alan
questioned trail funds. Kirk noted that there is no active
mining going on. Mark questioned the grant writing and
planning. Sarah noted that this would be a collaborative
effort. Mark stated that he is not in favor of any planning at
CDS and PW other than getting projects out the door.
Alan stated that if this would be considered it would have
to be away from any pit reclamation that may occur there.

Board Direction:
No direction.

CONTINUATION OF
MEETING OF 7/19/2010 WITH
CITY OF KITTITAS MAYOR:
Mark stated that he met with the Mayor and 4 council
members of Kittitas. They took a vote and chose Option
#2. Jan stated that with Option #2 they will have to go to
the C.O.G. due to a decreased population allocation. She
added that it has been stream-lined as much as possible.

Board Direction:
No direction.

BULLFROG ROAD
ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT
(MAINTENANCE OF
ROUNDABOUT):
Kirk has been asked by Suncadia to sign an agreement for
the assignment of maintenance for the Bullfrog Road
roundabout from Suncadia to the Suncadia Homeowners’
Association. Kirk explained that this maintenance is just
landscaping.
Board Direction: BOCC approves Signature of Kirk Holmes on Assignment Agreement.

WASHINGTON STATE PARKS AND SNOWMOBILE GROOMING:

Alan asked if the County has heard back from Washington State Parks on this matter. Kirk stated that he is still waiting to hear from them, but will drive the road in questions.

Board Direction: No Direction.

At 1:45 the fire alarm went off and the building was evacuated. Meeting re-convened and then adjourned at 2:00 pm

Kirk Holmes
Public Works Director